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Brief note: Soros-funded harridans are still trying to cancel Revolver. We are extremely grateful and fortunate to be supported by our generous
readership. Subscribers and Donors help Revolver weather any cancel culture storm. Buy a $49 per year Subscription for yourself and for that special
someone, and if you are able and willing to give more, don’t hesitate to make a recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit helps.
You can also now easily give the gift of a Revolver ad-free Subscription. Simply go to the Subscribe page and check the “gift” option. Don’t be a cheap
date! — make it an annual subscription.

While the regime media continues its desperate attempt to blacklist GOP front-runner President Donald Trump from coverage, the leader of the MAGA
movement has been rolling out one top-notch policy statement after another. One of Trump’s recent announcements takes direct aim at the corrupt
national security establishment, and reminds the American people why Trump was the first President in decades not to drag our nation into a pointless
war. But if you listen closely, Trump gives up one detail that is perhaps one of the most subversive truths President Trump has ever uttered (and that is
indeed saying something).

Here is the full statement:

JUST IN: Trump Warns 'World War III Has Never BeeJUST IN: Trump Warns 'World War III Has Never Bee……
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If you listen closely, you can catch President Trump calling out a certain “Victoria Nuland,” and the State Department’s role in regime change operations
in Ukraine. Here’s the transcript:

For decades, we’ve had the very same people, such as (current Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs) Victoria Nuland and many
others just like her obsessed with pushing Ukraine toward NATO, not to mention the State Department support for uprisings in Ukraine.

These people have been seeking confrontation for a long time, much like the case in Iraq and other parts of the world. And now, we’re
teetering on the brink of World War Three

Trump’s reference to NATO expansion identifies what many geopolitical observers have noted to be a major provocation against Russia — one that may
have influenced Putin to initiate this tragic and prolonged “special operation” with Ukraine. See, for instance, the remarkable lecture by John
Mearsheimer delivered over seven years ago on this issue:

https://cpm.theardent.group/click?i=j0cUw3jbhMc_0
https://www.revolver.news/subscribe/


Why is Ukraine the West's Fault? Featuring John MeWhy is Ukraine the West's Fault? Featuring John Me……

While the foreign policy dangers of aggressive NATO expansionism are important to understand the broad strategic picture framing the dynamic between
the United States, Ukraine, and Russia, Trump’s more specific claims (and names) are far more directly damning.

Victoria Nuland, the woman whose name Trump dares to mention, offers both professionally and biographically a rare glimpse behind the veil into the
true nature of power in the United States. Nuland currently serves in Biden’s State Department as the undersecretary of state for political affairs, and
previously served President Obama as undersecretary for European affairs from 2013 to 2017.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrMiSQAGOS4
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Given Nuland’s status as an obsessive Russia hawk who serves in senior State Department positions in Democrat administrations (Biden, Obama), it
might come as a surprise to some that her husband is none other than arch-neoconservative Robert Kagan, a key cheerleader for the war in Iraq under
Bush and co-founder of the infamous Project for a New American Century, a “think-tank” dedicated to advancing the principles of Bush-era
interventionism. In 2016 Kagan left the Republican Party in protest over Donald Trump, whom he described as a fascist.

That Obama’s Russia war hawk and Bush’s war hawk would be literal bedfellows in this case recapitulates in the most direct and intimate sense the
primacy of the deep state over superficial and fake partisan divisions. It was this uniparty that Trump attacked and defeated in 2016, and in so doing
shook the corrupt system to its very core.
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As for Nuland herself, it is worth noting that she plays a key role in the bombshell report by Pulitzer Prize winner Seymour Hersh’s story alleging that the
US directly sabotaged the Nordstream 2 pipeline—incidentally, a topic about which Trump has also bravely spoken about with a level of candor and
insight that is shocking for a politician.

Read More: Trump shocks Glenn Beck… dares to speak the truth about Nord Stream 2…
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Aaron Maté
@aaronjmate · Follow

Now we know why Nuland was so "gratified": 

Seymour Hersh reveals how the US blew up Nord 
Stream 2 mate.substack.com/p/seymour-hers…

Aaron Maté @aaronjmate
At a Senate hearing, top US diplomat Victoria Nuland celebrated 
the Nord Stream 2 pipeline bombing: 

"Senator Cruz, like you, I am, and I think the administration is, very 
gratified to know that Nord Stream 2 is now, as you like to say, a 
hunk of metal at the bottom of the sea."

10:58 AM · Feb 8, 2023
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Irrespective of whether Hersh’s account is fully true or just partially true, Nuland’s role in American foreign affairs has been particularly dark and
damaging. Trump directly refers to some of the most damaging chapters of Nuland’s career in his remarks on the US State Department’s involvements in
uprisings and coup efforts in Ukraine—otherwise known as “color revolutions.”

We described the concept of a color revolution in a previous article as follows:

A “Color Revolution” in this context refers to a specific type of coordinated attack that the United States government has been known to
deploy against foreign regimes, particularly in Eastern Europe deemed to be “authoritarian” and hostile to American interests. Rather than
using a direct military intervention to effect regime change as in Iraq, Color Revolutions attack a foreign regime by contesting its electoral
legitimacy, organizing mass protests and acts of civil disobedience, and leveraging media contacts to ensure favorable coverage to their
agenda in the Western press. [Revolver]

One of the most infamous such color revolutions was the “Euromaidan,” revolution, in which the United States supported and coordinated a continuous
barrage of protests, mass demonstrations, and other acts of civil disobedience in Ukraine in response to the contested election of Russia aligned Viktor
Yanukovych, who defeated the Western-backed Viktor Yushchenko.

The principal US government figure associated with this Euromaidan uprising is none other than Victoria Nuland, who served as President Obama’s
point person on Russia at the time.

Nuland was a year into her role as Obama’s assistant secretary for Europe. She had been in Kiev, frantically working behind the scenes to
put in place a new governing coalition in Ukraine as it teetered on the brink of revolution against its Russia-backed leader, Viktor
Yanukovych.
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In this capacity, Nuland took the extra-ordinary step of personally speaking to the mass of protesters organized against the Russian-backed President
Yanukovych.

Nuland’s highly symbolic appearance in the square came a day after Secretary of State John Kerry issued a strong statement, expressing the
United States’ “disgust with the decision of Ukrainian authorities to meet the peaceful protest … with riot police… [CBS]

Peaceful protests? Where have we heard that before?

Here is Nuland in Ukraine

https://www.revolver.news/subscribe/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-victoria-nuland-wades-into-ukraine-turmoil-over-yanukovich/


 

What is relevant here is not whether Yanukovych rigged the election, or whether he would have been a better ruler for Ukraine. What is relevant is that
the State Department’s preferred candidate did not win, and the State Department, with the help of its constellation of friendly NGOs, helped to facilitate
the overthrow of Yanukovych by contesting the legitimacy of the election, organizing mass protests and acts of civil disobedience, and leveraging media
contacts to ensure favorable coverage to their agenda in the Western press.

Such aggressive and counter-productive meddling in foreign affairs of other nations has contributed drastically to the instability in the region. The most
disturbing aspect of such color revolutions is not simply the foreign policy blowback, which is bad enough — it is the fact that the very same color
revolution architects who meddle in reckless regime change projects overseas have taken to using the same tactics domestically in order to suppress
Trump and cripple the broader America First movement that Trump invigorated and leads.
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While Revolver News is now perhaps best known for our national narrative shaping reporting on the January 6 Fedsurrection, our reporting first gained
attention for our so-called Color Revolution series, documenting a handful of key color revolution professionals who were actively involved in
neutralizing Trump’s presidency and electoral prospects in 2020, and deploying the same tactics against Trump that they used against so-called
“authoritarian” rulers overseas in Eastern Europe.

Here is a clip of Revolver News’ Darren Beattie famously calling out Norm Eisen, a notorious color revolution professional and key hatchet man against
Trump:

https://cpm.theardent.group/click?i=F05aP-0O8B4_0
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The Columbia Bugle 
@ColumbiaBugle · Follow

Must Watch Tucker Carlson Segment!

@DarrenJBeattie: Those Who Specialize In 
Regime Change Overseas Are The Same 
People Trying To Oust President 
@realDonaldTrump

Darren: "What's unfolding before our eyes is a 
very specific type of coup called the 'Color 
Revolution.'"

Watch on Twitter

9:53 PM · Sep 15, 2020

Read the full conversation on Twitter

13.2K Reply Share

Read 796 replies
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In fact, a more recent Revolver piece revealed Norm Eisen’s fingerprints to be all over the January 6 witch-hunt against Trump.

Read More: Democrat Hatchet Man Norm Eisen’s Fingerprints Are All Over a Dark New Element of the Jan 6 Witch Hunt

It should come as no surprise that Norm Eisen and Victoria Nuland are not only friends, but colleagues:

https://www.revolver.news/2022/06/norm-eisen-january-6-committee-benny-thompson-dark-conspiracy-against-president-trump/
https://www.revolver.news/2022/06/norm-eisen-january-6-committee-benny-thompson-dark-conspiracy-against-president-trump/


Norm Eisen
@NormEisen · Follow

How great that one of my favorite  @StateDept 
colleagues Victoria #Nuland is rejoining us 
@BrookingsInst . Welcome Toria!

brookings.edu
Victoria Nuland, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State, joins …
The Brookings Institution announced that former U.S. Assistant 
Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs and former …

8:45 PM · Apr 3, 2019
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Revolver News’ very first color revolution article featured a man called George Kent, a star impeachment witness against President Trump

Kent just happens to be Deputy Assistant Secretary in the European and Eurasian Bureau. This bureau is generally known as the State
Department hub for so-called “Color Revolutions,” through which the State Department, together with covert agencies and a constellation of
allied NGOs influence, and at times overturn, elections in foreign countries. Indeed, one former senior state department official has told
Revolver News that Kent is a “color revolution expert” — a designation that has been corroborated to Revolver by two current
senior State Department sources.

Prior to his current role, Kent served as Deputy Chief of Mission in Kyiv, Ukraine (2015-18), working directly under the ousted star-
impeachment witness Ambassador Yovanovitch.[Revolver News]

Of course Victoria Nuland knows him too

https://cpm.theardent.group/click?i=J94TsDmkBUQ_0
https://www.revolver.news/subscribe/
https://www.revolver.news/2020/08/george-kent-never-trump-state-department/


Under Secretary Victoria Nuland
@UnderSecStateP · Follow

Congratulations Ambassador George Kent as you 
head to Estonia!

4:49 PM · Jan 19, 2023
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All of these color revolution professionals are part of the same networks. They all know each other, they’re all friends, and they all work towards
common political goals–which include eradicating so-called “populist” movements and leaders domestically the same way they eradicate overseas
leaders who are targets of their tactics and methodologies.

This is ultimately what’s so significant about Trump’s announcement above. He not only called out State Department meddling in Ukraine, he called out
Victoria Nuland specifically, and by doing so put the entire network  of color revolution operatives on notice that he knows exactly who they are and
what they’ve been up to.
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One of the many reasons Nathan hates Trump is the anti war policy
Why are dual citizens allowed to be legislators
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TshirtRadical  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

10 days ago

I didn't think America allowed for dual citizenship. I don't think you're a real country if you allow it.
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Mabal_Zarhare  − ⚑> TshirtRadical
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You should do an Internet search for how many congressmen hold dual citizenship. Start with "the Big Jew" Schumer
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Reply •

− ⚑> Mabal_Zarhare

6 days ago

I will, but I think I already know the answer :p The psychopath will never let us go, we have to throw him into
his own pit of spikes somehow.
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Reply •

− ⚑> TshirtRadical

10 days ago  edited

The US does allow duel citizenship but citizens or aspiring citizens must take the oath of allegiance to the US which
would automatically place their loyalty to the US above any other nation.
I know a few people in UK who also have US passports but US immigration can throw a hissy �t if you use both
passports on the same journey to make life easier for your self IE: Leave US and Arrive in London - show British
passport in London and sail through.....return to US - show US passport and sail through.
One US immigration bod castigated an 80+ year lady for doing this stating "we don't know where you've been if you
do that, you can be arrested! "
Does he have the right to know where she has been? The over promoted gestapo bully!!!
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Chemist  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

10 days ago  edited

Not to mention the clearances these people get. When I was in the process of getting my 1st security clearance the
interviewing o�cers �ipped because my mom was a dual citizen of Canada, and that I mentioned that I could also claim dual
citizenship by birthright. They said "Full stop. I'll pretend I didn't just hear that." Let that sink in in light of all the "dual citizens"
that make up the highest levels of the Administrative State; including Michael Chertoff himself, the former Secretary of the
Department of Homeland Security under Bush the Lesser.
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Yep, can you imagine Ben Franklin spinning in his grave at the in�ltration by the chosen tribe
Have you ever read Peter Stuyvesants letters, when they landed in 1656, it was the beginning of the end
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Reply •
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yes, so much history has been hidden
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Reply •
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8 days ago

These Kenyan disciples like Nuland and now that sow Samatha Powers is in Georgia (the Nation) after
being in Hungary trying to overthrow the elected leaders of this two countries
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The most lucrative scam in human history.
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John Elliott  
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The holosuite, the holocaust both fake
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−This comment was deleted. −
Amanda  − ⚑> Guest
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Why is your comment on the hollow hoax allowed, but my post on the international bankers taking over
America in 1913 deleted?
Is it revolver staff or disqus
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Amanda  

Reply •

− ⚑> Guest
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LoL. Actually, I clicked on my user name and they said it was "marked as spam" so I clicked on "its not
spam" so now it is in review. It was my master comment--tons of links on the banking takeover,
documentaries, books, founding father quotes, etc. I hope they let it through--we don't have much time to
wake people up. In John Coleman's The Rothschild Dynasty book on archive dot org, last page says if
nobody stops these people, the world will be in a brutal global dictatorship by 2025. they are already setting
it up at the WHO right now.
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Amanda  

Reply •

− ⚑> Guest
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Okay, I'll try to �gure out how to hide my history. I hate disqus, makes it hard to get the word out. I'm doing
better on substack---people there are not as brainwashed by the neocon crap, they realize something is
VERY WRONG and are very curious, want to learn, receptive to info on hidden history and the banker
takeover. Disqus is making it not worth the time. I sometimes post on gatekeeperpundit--too many
brainwashed people there, I think I need to re-think how to do this. substack is seeming like better option. I
can repeatedly post all my info on various substacks, ,get lots of likes, and never get deleted. Thanks for
your help and suggestions
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Thanks!
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10 days ago  edited

Okay, so I'm totally not tech savvy. I have a problem accessing a forum where I store my info so the guys
over there said I had a pathway problem and to get a vpn, so i did that with proton and it did not �x the
problem. Now I don't even know if I really have the vpn, I paid for it and downloaded, but I have no clue. I'll
have to have a tech guy come out here, like I don't have enough going on with them crashing the world on
us. Okay, so don't use Nord VPN. What do you recommend. I don't like this protonvpn because I dont' see it
working for my other problem. Thanks for any suggestions.

 2  0

−This comment was deleted. −
Amanda  − ⚑> Guest

10 days ago

Okay, I'll look into ExpressVPN. I completely believe everything you wrote--I actually listen to a radio show
once in a while with a guy who used to be in tech, he trained intelligence people, on telecom stuff (so knew
9/11 was fake from day one--those phone calls were impossible,yet the sheep believe). And he said there
were Israelis in these high level security trainings he was doing and he was like WTF? So, I get it. I'm
constantly on conservative sites, trying to redirect them as to the enemy--you don't need to look for an
outside enemy- our enemy is here, based in DC, the US govt, captured by the banking cartel , is working to
kill us with the bioweapon injections and enslave us in the bankers digital slave grid (digital ID and CBDCs).
Believe me, I totally believe the hatred they have for us. Conservatives just keep falling for the psyops--don't
get that the US govt is waging war on us (Mike Whitney did a good write up on that The Plan to Wreck
America at unz.com. OK, thanks for the info, I'll look into the ExpressVPM.
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Yes, there were all over 9/11. 9/11 Missing links was the best documentary for getting at that. I reposted my
comment without links and they deleted it as spam. I think I'm going to stick with substacks--disqus is too
much of a pain in the ass. It's just a waste of time. Yes, I heard that about Einstein--the real genius was
Tesla, and he's been erased and his info stolen. Pretty much everything has been a lie--all of history, nothing
but lies, and most American sheep have no clue.
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The chosen who still claim to be Red Sea pederistians and celebrate the infanticide of every �rst born in Egypt

 2  0

Carpenter_E  − ⚑> John Elliott

10 days ago

Which anti-war policy? He invaded eastern Syria to steal their oil, with the aid of Marxist, drug-smuggling Kurds who are
classi�ed even by the U.S. as terrorists. "I like oil! We'll take the oil!" The Kurds ethnically cleanse villages, burn wheat �elds and
occupy Syria's northern water reserves.

Trump removed rules for the Pentagon's drone bombings of occupied peoples, leading to countless civilian deaths, for which
no one was prosecuted.

Trump eagerly aided the Saudi dictator's slaughter of the people in Yemen, the worst humanitarian crisis in our lifetime. They
deliberately targeted food supplies, with U.S. missiles and jets. They blockaded Yemen's ports to starve the people to death
with Trump's approval.

Trump sanctioned Russia more than any other president, and gave the Biden-installed coup regime in Ukraine heavy weapons
that not even Obama would give them. That made Zelensky bomb the people in Donbass year after year, with no word from the
neocon-loyal Trump. The neocons hate Russia because it supports pro-Palestinian Syria and Iran, who the Zionist Trump
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sanctions to destroy them and cause new wars.

Finally Russia stepped in, when Zelensky increased the bombings of Donetsk and the other cities to 2,000 times a day in
February 2022. Zelensky prepared to invade Donbass with 60,000 soldiers, after which the slaughter would begin. The Azov
Battalion had already been torturing innocent men in the occupied western Donbass, accusing them of being "spies". Russia
saved the Russian people in Donbass, but Europe is now �ooded by globalist-loving Ukrainians who will never leave. The
socialist parties love it. All this is because of Trump.
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Gluteus Maximus Pimple Art  

Reply •

− ⚑> Carpenter_E

10 days ago

Fyi, trump continually tried to get the US out of Syria, and the deep state continually resisted.

Obama droned more villages than under trump.

Yemen is a corrupt deep state chthole like Ukraine.

Obama overthrew the ukrainian government in 2014 and biden has been pro�ting on it since, along with most of
Congress.

Please get up to speed.
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bilderbuster  

Reply •

− ⚑> Gluteus Maximus Pimple Art

10 days ago

Trump did noting. He hired John Bolton because of Big Jew money from Sheldon Adelson.

 0  0

Gluteus Maximus Pimple Art  − ⚑> bilderbuster

9 days ago

He hired Bolton to out him as a traitor. He did it to expose his true colors.

People like me, never would have believed Bolton was a traitor. Now it's pretty evident.

Trump, et al, is a mil psych op to expose corruption and wake Americans up.
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There are a lot of "them", lol. But Trump loves "them" But, his "main" backer is longer around. I wonder if he will change his tune.
But Trump does realize it is not a smart thing to mess around with the commie and rooskie; better be a partner, rather than an
enemy. Got to give him that.
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Carpenter_E  

Reply •

− ⚑> Marco Wilson

10 days ago

Trump sanctioned Russia more than any other president, and gave the Biden-installed coup regime in Ukraine heavy
weapons that not even Obama would give them. That made Zelensky bomb the people in Donbass year after year,
with no word from the neocon-loyal Trump. The neocons hate Russia because it supports pro-Palestinian Syria and
Iran, who the Zionist Trump sanctions to destroy them and cause new wars.

Finally Russia stepped in, when Zelensky increased the bombings of Donetsk and the other cities to 2,000 times a
day in February 2022. Zelensky prepared to invade Donbass with 60,000 soldiers, after which the slaughter would
begin. The Azov Battalion had already been torturing innocent men in the occupied western Donbass, accusing them
of being "spies". Russia saved the Russian people in Donbass, but Europe is now �ooded by globalist-loving
Ukrainians who will never leave. The socialist parties love it. All this is because of Trump.
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Marco Wilson  − ⚑> Carpenter_E

8 days ago

True. But the attack on the Donbas area happened WAY before Trump ever took o�ce. He also did not want
to send 100 million dollars in arms to Ukraine. The political game is not multiple single events in one place,
look at the macro side of it. The fact he helped the Russians in Syria was telling. The fact he was trying not
to go to war, instead of working together was something the cabal didn't like. Why did they need to get rid of
him if he is/was one of them? You can disagree with Trump about a lot of policies (mine is his vax-pushing
crap), but he wanted peace and prosperity, and the globalist didn't like it. Go back and watch some of his
speeches about how he wanted the US to become a part of the multi-polar approach, instead of being a
hegemonized empire. It is the MAIN reason he is a threat like Lincoln, FDR, JFK, etc.
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11 days ago

Victoria Jewland and the rest of the Tribe have destroyed the world.
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Grassley noll  

Reply •

− ⚑> aha!

11 days ago

Yes
But justice is coming
“retribution” says Trump

Pain is coming
Justice is coming
Nothing Can Stop
What Is Coming
NCSWIC

“ we caught them all...
We have everything...
-DJT
Trust the plan
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John Elliott  

Reply •
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11 days ago

We need a white revolution if we are ever go to have a civilized society again, the cultural revolution of the 60 's has been a disaster

 10  0

Htos1av  − ⚑> John Elliott

11 days ago

The "class" of '68....where do we start?
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Brookings 1960? No, it wasn't silver certi�cates and nuclear programs. (NEVER reveal the true history of man)

I didn't agree w/Engel 1962-and I wasn't asked.

JFK/MLK/RFK/MalconX....maybe a Nixon and a quarter of a Reagan on the side?

"...I'll have THEM voting democrat for the next 200 years!"

Their sacri�ce of 65 million innocents to Molloch? Cementing in their permapower until His return?

And their "legacy" of "plain brown wrapper" porn(60's) and drugs(70's)?

Then there's the bad stuff....

They "bought the world a coke, and taught it to sing in three part harmony!"

They "bought the world a coke, and kept it company."

Now, the broken Coke bottle is lodged in the right kidney of the pretty little blonde, named Liberty, and we're 58 minutes into
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Reply •
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Guess who's coming to dinner

 0  0

Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

11 days ago

White people are the leaders of the WEF and the Deep State, doofus! The greatest enemy of white people are other white
people.
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Weisselbergs weasel  − ⚑> Zoltar (King of the Trolls)
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Would it help if I used your preferred pronouns?
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Weisselbergs weasel  
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Gfy retard.
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Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  
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Gay/Dem?
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Weisselbergs weasel  
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Gfy retard

 0  0

bilderbuster  
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Hiter was right

 1  0

John Elliott  − ⚑> bilderbuster

9 days ago

" jews declare war on Germany "
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Look at the top people in the Biden Administration, my god you'd think you were looking at Israel's government and not our own. It's
stunning and it's obvious yet almost no one (outside us peons) ever comments on it. Gee, I wonder why.
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disqus_1k66FPn85Q  

Reply •
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You and others are so focused on hating this tiny group of people.
You miss the big picture
These color revolution extremists have been attempting the same thing in Israel for at least twenty years.
It doesn’t matter what their ethnicity is. They oppose populism wherever they see it. They seek total control and don’t care
about ethnicity.
The same story since the beginning. Good versus evil. Cain and Abel/ David and Goliath/ Jesus versus Judas/. Jesus and
Judas were both Jews but one is the captain of the winning team while the other played a key role in a rebellion against a
populist revolution led by Jesus.
Stop focusing on ethnicity and see the big picture
The Lord forgave the Jews on the cross. You should too.
Jesus, who is still Jewish, will return and establish his kingdom in Jerusalem.
Problem solved for good �
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SWDC  
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"That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him
from the dead, thou shalt be saved."

Some whether Greek or Jew do not believe Jesus rose up and is our Lord.

"For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."
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